FRONDE MIGRATES PROBE TO G SUITE

GENERATING $1M IN
ANNUAL PRODUCTIVITY
SAVINGS.
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ABOUT FRONDE

We exist to help Australasian businesses unlock their full potential faster, through world-leading technology,
local expertise and a passion for home-grown success.
Everyone likes to win. Our Customers especially. But to win in our competitive and technologically-challenging
world it’s hard to know which technology to invest in, how much to spend and when it’s the right time to
change. That’s where we come in.
We believe complexity is the enemy of execution. And so in a complicated world, Fronde exists to bring clarity.
We can’t predict the future, but at Fronde we know that the best strategy for adapting to tomorrow is by laying
world-class foundations today. That’s why we partner with the world’s best technology providers – you might
know them: AWS, Google, NetSuite, Salesforce and more. And then we send in the talent and team to deploy
them right here, right now, just for you.
Our philosophy is simple: partner with the world’s best, be fully present locally and keep it simple — so you can
get to a better future, faster.
Fronde - THINK BIG. start small. Scale fast.

READY TO TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS WITH G SUITE?
Get in touch to kick start your transformation journey: collaboration@fronde.com
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